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Now the highest priority problem in climate change catastrophe is absolutely

evading the tipping point of no return by CO2 reduction rates80％ !!!,

Above all,we emergently stop ice cover melting in Arctic,where hudge amount of

thermally unstable methan clathreate reservoir of 400GtC^1000GtC lie.

Then 10GtC realeasing to atmospher is told catastrophic.In the hot year of

2008,the ice cover in Noth Pole had disappered for the first time in the history.

Then of A

Then how do we ???, Answer may be as follows.

*death penalty in global gas chamber due to neglecting the fact.

*making global concensus on rationning on fossil energy of 20％rate as minimum

life.

Above all,there seems optmistic opinions that the crisis could be evaded by

technical reforming ways in USA,however we may have not sufficient time for

accomplishing technical ways which need also more fossil energy. Now the time may

be the final decision making to evade the tipping point of no return by CO2

reduction by anyhow.Maybe the decision making by USA would determine future global

destiny .

with best regards. motoji-suzuki(2008/1/19~2/5).

PS:Certainly the 20％ rate as the minimum livlihood is to enforce many people

extremely sever way of life,however the damned death penalty in global gas

chamber may be far terribble and severe way of life,We could not opt instant

death without suffer in such situation. Then which do you opt ??.



Now people encountering unprecedental economic downturn and bitter life are mainly

worry about financial crisis.Its verry very natural,in anyway and above all,

people can not help to secure food and home to live.

However there is another unprecedental and outrageous problem hidden,which is

opting surbival or suicide.!!..The very very incovinient reason is described in

the below.Any person could not survibe without drastic exchanging their thought in

way of life. Please present this outrageous inconvinient facts to persons the

statemen and to all of people. Already scientists had known it well.

Above all,president,prime minister,and leaders of any

organizetion must confess this uprecedental and outrageous

difficuty to all of the people on this prison planet !!!!!!!.

Tell them the sever facts of now world without hesitation and

with indicating hope !!!.

-Please listen the most incovinent facts-

I must tell you very very incovinient emergent facts on the crimate change

crisis(CCC),Most of people has been considering so called global warming is

graduall process in many decades,however the actuallity is not such optimistic,but

would be abrupt catastrophe in decades with certain probability.Then note that

you should not obey what IPCC scientists had told to you of the world.For

example,Kyoto protocol proposed 5％,but the effective acutallity is such high as

80 ％ .!!,.The details are described enclosed PFD(Global carbon budget the

reality,or http://www.geocities.jp/sqkh5981g/Carbon-budget-reality.pdf).Untill the

end of 2007 when author encounterd Jucelino Nobrega da Luz the great Brazillian

prophet,<http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br> in Japanese TV show,also he same as most

of you has been considering global warming is graduall process in many decades.

In 2043, 80％ mankind would be extincted mainly due to the CCC,he revelated.

Then he said also December/31/2007 is the time limit for people's making decisive

mind.(In next 2008,the ice cover of North Pole had dissapered for the first time

http://www.geocities.jp/sqkh5981g/Carbon-budget-reality.pdf
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br


in history).From the day to untill now,author has been surveying climate change

science with physical knowledge and have concluded it almost affimatively.

Although uncertain factors are left.Then note that our future can be changed by

our decisive mind making !!.Therefore our possible way could not help to be to

survibe with allowable Carbon 20％ of the minimum livlihood.

Certainly,certainly it is outrageous for advance nation people deeply constrained

wasteful life for long years.It is same as ordering to one who has nothing symptom

awareness to rest bed absolutely for long time untill their recoverty.Especially

entrepreneur the capitalists would not agreee, because their activity woud become

impossible by such 20 ％ .However,however,the claim should be thrown toward the

realities,but not toward author.

It is the absolute order employing global war time regime of rationning on

fossil energy... Or would you really opt sucide ?.

Once you had now missed decision making chance,then you would see clearly

abnormality of climate change in near future,and then you would agree employing

the regime,It shall be too late,since the state would not recover anymore by

spontaneous temperature rise by so called feedback process.That is, temperature

rise enhance natural GHG eruption which enhance more temperature rise.

Especially hudge amount of thermally unstable methan clathrate melting

and eruption in shallow Arctic continental shellves would be fatal..

<<http://www.commondreams.org/views04/1215-24.htm>>

<<http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/0,1518,547976,00.html>>

<<http://cdf.u-3mrs.fr/~henry/presentations/hydrates_paris6.pdf>>

<<http://www.killerinourmidst.com/index.html#anchorContents>>

<<http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/09/080918192943.htm>>

The process could not stop untill encountering suturation point of catastrophe.

See future hell of the world.

<<http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/uk/science/article1480669.ece>>..

See past hell of the world<<Permian mass extinction by methan eruption by

M.Benton,"chap 11 in When life nearly died,Thames&Hudson,2003,UK>>.

http://www.commondreams.org/views04/1215-24.htm
http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/0,1518,547976,00.html
http://cdf.u-3mrs.fr/~henry/presentations/hydrates_paris6.pdf
http://www.killerinourmidst.com/index.html
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/09/080918192943.htm
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/uk/science/article1480669.ece


Then how to make the global consesus for such unprecedental and outrageous

problem ???.

-A possible answer by author(phase transition method)-.

It was an unprecedental event that people in USA had accomplished the sucess in

grass route movement for president election by amateure people's unite with an

object.Since any former presidents had been always connected with so called the

establishment powers in USA. Such situations also has been seen also in Japan.

A making an ordered arrangement in random orienting people is a phase transition

in physics concept term.

Originally it is called phase transition that water become ice or ice become

melting to water by temperature change caused by heat input or output.Then cobeing

of ice and water is called critical point in phase transiton in 0'C temperature

in normal pressure.Also then remarkable phenomena could become possible to yield

so called supercooling water in under 0'C temperature.

Those must originally become solid ice,but remain still as liquid water.However

then those show dramatic change into solid ice suddenly caused by external

mechanical shocking..

PS:Generally to tell,an ocean has overwhelming heat capacity, so the 1'C heat up

time has been considered in decades or in hundreds. However Arctic ocean is

entirely singular due to its 0'C feature in average sense.Since 0'C water with ice

has nothing dynamic heat capacity,but those transfer only heat to ice or from ice.

This fact become serious factor in abrupt ice melting or abrupt methan eruption.

Since 0'C water with ice has nothing dynamic heat capacity,but those transfer only heat to ice or

from ice.

This fact become serious factor in abrupt ice melting or abrupt methan eruption.

Since 0'C water with ice has nothing dynamic heat capacity,but those transfer only heat to ie



Now back to emergent problem the our most concerned,to tell for it,what is the

external mechanical shocking ?.

PS: In other words,the current situation of now world dominated by so called

established mass media, they has been closing the facts, which would cause mass

extinction in future.Certainly now the current world is told to be dominated by

persons who accelate crisis of climate change into hell. Then would they intend to

own survibe or or own extinction ?,

Yah,they merely has been still cooling water(total synchronous paralysis)due to

current momentum of capitalism the prosperity illusion and pride in high

status,but the causing own extinction, which originally must be solid ice.

Therefore we must entirely beat and beat them to awaken without any hesitation.

It is real relife also for them.

PS:Maybe 50years ago,we could live in very poor with almost the 20％ fossil energy,

however to tell as for author,he could not remember unhappieness at that time.

Only exchanging our thought enable our survibal. Yes we can !!!!!.

Only exchanging our thought enable our survibal. Yes we can !!!!!.

It is global synchronous confessing the fact of

emergent crisis to all of the people by Leaders

in each nations.

It may be the very final chance to relife !!.,

Full stimulating of global peoples wisdom would

create excellent ideas !!!.



PS :See also our website "B wave power generation method".

Unless reliefing possibility,author never tell this outrageous inconvinient facts.

For example, CO2 could be sinked by making deserts into artificial forestization..

See this website.<http://www.yamanashi-nponet.jp/~desert/inochi.html>.

<http://www.rmaf.org.ph/Awardees/Citation/CitationToyamaSei.htm>.

Yes we could !!!!!.,Yes we can !!!!!.,Yes we can !!!!!.,Yes we can !!!!!.,

truly yours, motoji-suzuki.

motoji-suzuki@key.ocn.ne.jp

http://www.777true.com/

http://www.geocities.jp/sqkh5981g/

tel 046-843-2271

Workshop on Contemporaly Issues and B Wave Technology

editor:motoji-SUZUKI.、

〒239-0813,1-2-5,Kamoi,Yokosuka-city,Kanagawa,Japan..
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http://www.rmaf.org.ph/Awardees/Citation/CitationToyamaSei.htm
mailto:motoji-suzuki@key.ocn.ne.jp
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